Abstract-Connected operators provide well-established solutions for digital image processing, typically in conjunction with hierarchical schemes. In graph-based frameworks, such operators basically rely on symmetric adjacency relations between pixels. In this article, we introduce a notion of directed connected operators for hierarchical image processing, by also considering non-symmetric adjacency relations. The induced image representation models are no longer partition hierarchies (i.e., trees), but directed acyclic graphs that generalize standard morphological tree structures such as component trees, binary partition trees or hierarchical watersheds. We describe how to efficiently build and handle these richer data structures, and we illustrate the versatility of the proposed framework in image filtering and image segmentation.
INTRODUCTION
G RAPHS are an effective framework for image processing and analysis. They allow for the representation of various adjacency relations (the edges) between pixels (the vertices). Valuation can appear both on the vertices in order to model some information (e.g. luminance) and on the edges as a relationship measure. Following the historical symmetric definition of adjacency [1] , [2] , most methods rely on undirected graphs. Some recent works have aimed at extending these beyond the symmetry hypothesis in order to improve popular image segmentation algorithms. These works have led to different algorithms based on the directed graph framework, and generally show better performances than their symmetric counterpart. Such works include mincuts [3] , random-walkers [4] , and shortest path forests [5] . Following these successful attempts, we propose to explore how directed graphs can enrich and improve another family of graph operators: the connected operators. A preliminary version of this work was presented in [6] .
Connected Operators
Connected operators [7] , [8] , [9] are effective image processing tools set in the framework of mathematical morphology. They have been successful in a wide spectrum of applications (see [10] , [11, Ch. 7] for recent surveys). Connected operators focus on the notion of connected components, i.e., maximal sets of vertices in which a path exists between any two vertices. Their principle is that the only allowed operation is the deletion of connected components, thus ensuring that they can neither create nor shift contours. The extension of this approach to grayscale images (vertex or edge weighted graphs) leads to the definition of several hierarchical representations: the component tree [12] , the binary partition tree [13] , or the tree of shapes [14] . Significant effort has been devoted to efficiently construct these hierarchies [12] , [15] , [16] , [17] and to understand the relations that exist between them [18] , [19] . A general definition scheme for connected operator consists of four steps: (1) construct the image hierarchical representation; (2) compute attributes at each node of the representation; (3) select relevant nodes according to these attributes; and (4) produce a filtered image or a segmentation map. Connected operators have been used for filtering [12] , segmentation [20] , interactive segmentation [21] , [22] , retrieval [23] , classification [24] , and registration [25] . Applications range from biomedical imaging [26] , [27] , to astronomy [28] , [29] , via remote sensing [30] , [31] and document analysis [32] , [33] .
Connected operators face two major issues: (1) making structures of interest appear in the hierarchical representation; and (2) discriminating structures of interest in this hierarchy. The first issue has been investigated through the definition of second-generation connections [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] , constrained connectivity [38] , and hyperconnections [33] , [39] . The second issue, i.e. selecting relevant nodes of the hierarchy is twofold: (1) defining attributes that provide a suitable feature space able to characterize relevant nodes; and (2) defining robust and accurate node selection processes. Although classical shape attributes (area, elongation, various notions of complexity, . . .) are often considered, significant effort has been extended to propose node selection processes. These have evolved from simple global thresholding [9] , [12] , [20] to energy-minimization strategies [40] , [41] and connected filtering in feature spaces [42] .
These solutions are effective but are not perfect. We investigate here how the reformulation of connected operators in the context of directed graphs can offer improved practical solutions. Consider the toy example given in Fig. 2a . The given graph is connected and thus the only two possible results of a connected operator are either the empty graph or the graph itself. To achieve a finer result, for instance knowing that the "rectangle" on the left is only weakly connected (perhaps due to noise or some topological considerations) to the "triangle" on the right, one possible solution is simply to remove the edge fb; cg: this corresponds to second generation connections (Fig. 2b) . However, by proceeding in this way we lose the information about the initial proximity of the two structures. In the directed graph framework, a less radical solution is to remove an arc in only one direction. Then, if we consider the two strongly connected components, we can identify the two parts as separate but still related (Fig. 2c) . The direction of the remaining arc can also convey some useful information for further processing. An example of this principle is shown in Fig. 1 : here the different parts of the neurite are separated using a vesselness [43] prior classification and the directed arcs are constructed so as to always point from least to most reliable structure, as identified in the vesselness: from background, to vessels, to blobs. Filtering based on two attributes that measure the relations (directional information) produces the result shown in Fig. 1b (Section 6).
Contributions
In this article, we introduce the new notion of directed connected component (directed component or D-component, for short) which generalizes the notion of connected component to directed graphs (Section 2). Furthermore, we establish a bijection theorem (Theorem 3) between the D-components and the strongly connected components. In particular, this allows us to rely on well-established tools in graph theory.
We propose the notion of directed component hierarchy which extends D-components to weighted graphs (Section 2). This structure is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), and thus generally is not a tree. However, using a bijection proven in Theorem 3, we show that this structure indeed generalizes the standard connected component trees [12] , [13] .
In Section 4 we propose an efficient algorithm for building these hierarchies. The algorithm has a Oð':ðn þ mÞÞ time complexity, where m is the number of vertices, n is the number of arcs, and ' is the number of weight values.
Then, we present several strategies to select relevant nodes of a D-component hierarchy in order to handle the increased complexity of this structure compared to standard component trees (Section 5). These strategies are designed to ensure the consistency of the node selection process in terms of D-components.
Finally, we discuss the methodological and applicative relevance of the D-component hierarchy (Section 6). Beyond its obvious relationship with standard symmetric connected operators, we also establish links with non-local paradigms of image processing [44] . In this context, the usefulness of D-component hierarchy is assessed in the challenging case of retinal image segmentation, where it is compared both qualitatively and quantitatively to non-local symmetric morphological approaches as well as gold standard retinal approaches. This analysis is completed by two other application examples in image filtering and segmentation, in order to emphasize the versatility of the proposed framework. In particular, we show how prior information can be injected as a directional information in the graphs and we give examples on how the particular structure of the hierarchy can be used to define new kinds of node attributes.
DIRECTED CONNECTEDNESS
The first goal of this article is to extend connected operators from undirected to directed graphs (Section 2.1), via employing the directed connectedness (or D-connectedness) paradigm, which we introduce in Section 2.2. Before investigating the differences between D-connectedness and connectedness (defined in the usual frameworks of undirected graphs or connections [45, Ch. 2] , [34] ), we first discuss the deep links that exist between D-connectedness and the notion of strong connectedness, usually considered on directed graphs (Sections 2.3 and 2.4).
Graphs
A directed graph (or simply, a graph) G is a pair ðV; AÞ, where V is a nonempty finite set, and A is composed of pairs of elements of V , i.e., A is a subset of V Â V . Each element of V is called a vertex, a point, or a node (of G) and each element of A is called an arc (of G). A subgraph of G is a graph G$ ¼ ðV$ ; A$ Þ such that V$ is a subset of V , and A$ is a subset of A. If G is a graph, its vertex set is denoted by V ðGÞ and its arc set by AðGÞ.
The transpose of a graph G is the unique graph with the same vertices as G, and such that for any of its arcs ðx; yÞ, the pair ðy; xÞ is an arc of G. We say that G is symmetric if G is the same as its transpose. Thus, G is symmetric if for any of its arcs ðx; yÞ, the pair ðy; xÞ is also an arc of G. It is well known that any symmetric graph G can be associated to a unique undirected graph, and conversely.
Let G be a graph, a path from a vertex x to a vertex y (in G) is a sequence ðx 0 ; . . . ; x ' Þ of vertices of G such that x 0 ¼ x, x ' ¼ y, and for any i in f1; . . . ; 'g, the pair ðx iÀ1 ; x i Þ is an arc of G. We say that y is a successor of x (in G) and that x is a predecessor of y (in G) if there exists a path from x to y. The singleton ðxÞ is a (trivial) path and therefore x is a successor and a predecessor of itself.
Directed Connected Components
In order to take into account "directed subsets" of vertices (i.e., subsets containing some points that play the particular role of "basepoints" or "roots"), we present the notion of a directed connected component (or D-component). Definition 1. Let G be a graph and let x be a vertex of G. The directed connected component of basepoint x is the set, denoted by DCC G ðxÞ, of all the successors of x in G. This set DCC G ðxÞ is also called a D-component of G, and we denote by DCC G the set of all the D-components of G.
For instance, in the graph G depicted in Fig. 3a , the vertices g, h and i are the three successors of g. Thus, the D-component DCC G ðgÞ is the set fg; h; ig. Observe also that a vertex is a basepoint of a D-component if it is a predecessor of all the vertices in this D-component. For instance, the set fa; b; c; d; eg is a D-component and b is a predecessor of all the vertices in this D-component. Therefore, the set fa; b; c; d; eg is the D-component of basepoint b. Note that this set is also the D-component of basepoints a and c.
In contrast to connected components, the set of all Dcomponents of a graph is not necessarily a partition of its vertex set. Indeed a vertex may belong to several D-components. For instance (see Fig. 4a ), let us consider two vertices a and b such that b is a successor of a but a is not a successor of b. Then, the point b is in the D-component of basepoint a and in the D-component of basepoint b. These two D-components are distinct since a belongs to the former one but not to the later. However, these components are linked by inclusion: DCC G ðbÞ DCC G ðaÞ. More generally, some D-components may intersect without being included in one another. Indeed, let us consider an additional vertex c (see Fig. 4b ) such that c is a predecessor of b but not a predecessor of a, while c is neither a successor of a nor b. Then, the D-components DCC G ðaÞ and DCC G ðcÞ both contain b but are not included in each other since a is in DCC G ðaÞ but not in DCC G ðcÞ and c is in DCC G ðcÞ but not in DCC G ðaÞ. However, similarly to the case of connected components, if a vertex x is in a D-component X, then the whole D-component of basepoint x is included in X. In other words, the underlying binary relation "is a successor of" is in general not an equivalence relation but is always reflexive and transitive. We also note that in general the D-components of a graph and of its transpose are not the same. For instance the graphs depicted in Figs. 4b and 4c are the transpose of each other and the D-components of the first are fc; bg, fa; bg, and fbg whereas the D-components of the second are fb; a; cg, fcg, and fag.
Strongly Connected Components
The notion of a strongly connected component is fundamental in graph theory [46, pp. 552-557] .
A subset X of the vertex set of a graph G is strongly connected (for G) if any two vertices x and y of X are successors of each other, i.e., x 2 DCC G ðyÞ and y 2 DCC G ðxÞ. A strongly connected component (or S-component) of G is a subset X of vertices of G that is strongly connected and that is maximal for this property, i.e., any subset of V ðGÞ which is also a proper superset of X is not strongly connected. We denote by SCC G the set of all S-components of G.
This set SCC G of all S-components of a graph G-contrarily to the set DCC G of all D-components-is a partition of the vertex set of G, i.e., the union of SCC G is V ðGÞ and the intersection of any two distinct S-components of G is empty. In fact, the relation "is in the same S-component as" is an equivalence relation. Thus, for any vertex x of G, there is a unique S-component, denoted by SCC G ðxÞ, that contains x. For instance, the S-components of the graph depicted in Fig. 3a are fa; b; cg, fd; eg, ffg, fgg, fhg and fig.
Links between D-and S-Components
Given two vertices x and y of a graph G belonging to the same S-component, any successor of x is a successor of y and vice versa. Therefore, the D-components of basepoints x and y are the same. Conversely, if the D-components of basepoints x and y are the same, then x is a successor of y and vice versa, i.e., x and y are in DCC G ðyÞ and in DCC G ðxÞ, respectively. In other words x and y are in the same S-component. Hence, S-components and D-components are equivalent according to the following property. This implies that all the basepoints enabling the definition of a given D-component form a unique S-component. Each D-component is then associated to a unique S-component. In other words, there is a bijection between the set of D-components of G and the set of S-components of G. This bijection can be expressed based on the directed acyclic graph of S-components. We associate to any graph G the directed graph DðGÞ, whose vertices are the S-components of G and that is such that the pair ðX; Y Þ of S-components of G is an arc of DðGÞ whenever there exists an arc ðx; yÞ of G such that x and y are in the S-components X and Y , respectively. This graph has been well studied in graph theory. In particular, it is acyclic, i.e., for any two distinct D-components X and Y , the component X cannot be both a successor and a predecessor of Y in DðGÞ. Therefore, this graph DðGÞ is called the DAG of the S-components of G. For instance, the DAG of the S-components of the graph depicted in Fig. 3a is depicted in Fig. 3b . For any S-component X of a graph G, we denote by B G ðXÞ the union of the successors of X in the graph DðGÞ
Theorem 3. Let G be a graph.
The map B G is a bijection from
The D-component of any basepoint x is the union of the successors of the S-component SCC G ðxÞ in DðGÞ
Theorem 3 is illustrated in Diag. In the next sections, we exploit these links between D-components and S-components to design efficient algorithms for image processing.
DIRECTED COMPONENT HIERARCHIES
Connected operators act on an image represented as a function through the connected components of its level sets (Section 3.1). These connected components are organizedvia the inclusion relationship-in a tree structure, known as the component tree [12] . In this section, we extend this structure from undirected graphs to (directed) graphs. To this end, we present the notions of strong component tree (Section 3.2) and of directed component hierarchy (Section 3.3) that encode the inclusion relations of the S-components and D-components of all level sets. The main result of this section is that the directed component hierarchy can be represented as an enriched version of the strong component tree. This enriched version can be further used to define D-connected operators, and to propose efficient algorithms. It is also observed that the directed component hierarchy generalizes the tree structures involved in connected operator definition (Section 3.4).
Stack of Graphs
In the framework of undirected graphs, connected operators and component trees have been proposed for the two possible families of weights: those on the vertices and those on the edges. In the first case, a level set is a subset of vertices whose connected components are those of the subgraph induced by these vertices. In the second case, a level set is made of edges, and one considers the subgraphs induced by these edges to obtain connected components. In both cases, the connected components are defined within a series of nested subgraphs induced by the level sets. In order to handle these two cases in a unified and more general setting, one may consider-instead of weights on either edges or vertices-a series of nested subgraphs. Following this approach, we start this section by presenting the notion of a stack of graphs.
Definition 4.
A stack (of graphs) is a finite sequence S ¼ ðG 0 ; . . . ; G ' Þ of graphs such that, for any i in f1; . . . ; 'g, the graph G i is a subgraph of G iÀ1 . For any i in f0; . . . ; 'g, we say that G i is a level set of S (at altitude i). A S-(resp. D-) component of S is a pair ði; XÞ such that X is a S-(resp. D-) component of the level set of S at altitude i. The set of all S-(resp. D-) components of the stack S is denoted by SCC S (resp. DCC S ). The stack S is connected whenever G 0 is strongly connected. When the domain of an image is considered as the vertex set of a graph G, i.e., when the vertices correspond to pixels, the image itself directly leads to a stack of graphs: each level set G i (resp. G 'Ài ) is the subgraph induced by the pixels whose value is greater (resp. lower) than i (i.e. the graph whose vertex set the pixels of values greater (resp. lower) than i and whose arc set contains any arc of G that links two of these pixels). In this case, the obtained stack is said to be upper-(resp. lower-) induced by the image.
For image segmentation tasks, one may also consider similarity measures between pixels that are linked by an arc (for instance, derived from a gradient). Examples of such measures for undirected graphs can be found in [47] , [48] , [49] , [50] , [51] . This measure is a function that weights the arcs of the graph G. Such an arc-weighted graph also leads to a stack of graphs: each level set G i (resp. G 'Ài ) is the subgraph induced by the arcs of weight greater (resp. lower) than i (i.e., the graph whose arc set contains any arc of weight greater (resp. lower) than i and whose vertex set contains any pixel of G linked by one of these arcs). Such a stack is said to be upper-(resp. lower-) induced by the similarity measure. For segmentation methods based on hierarchies of partitions [13] , [38] , one may want to ensure that all levels in the graph stack remain a partition of the domain by preserving all pixels as vertices of every level set. This can ease further segmentation methods to produce partitions as shown in [18] . A stack obtained by this process is said to be completed.
Important notation. In the remaining part of this section, S ¼ fG 0 ; . . . ; G ' g denotes a connected stack.
Strong Component Tree
Let X be a S-component of G i , for i in f1; . . . ; 'g. Since G i is a subgraph of G iÀ1 , X is strongly connected in G iÀ1 . As the S-components of a graph partition its vertex set, the S-component X of G i is included in a unique S-component of G iÀ1 . This unique S-component of G iÀ1 that includes X is denoted by PAR iÀ1 ðXÞ and is called the ði À 1Þ-parent of X (in S). We also say that the S-component ði À 1; PAR iÀ1 ðXÞÞ of S is the parent of the S-component ði; XÞ. The set of all Scomponents of S equipped with the parent relation is a tree called the strong component (or S-component) tree of S.
Following the usual terminology on trees, given two Scomponents ði; XÞ and ðj; Y Þ of the stack S, we say that ðj; Y Þ is an ancestor of ði; XÞ and that ði; XÞ is a descendant of ðj; Y Þ if there exists a sequence ðC 0 ; . . . ; C n Þ of S-components of S such that C 0 ¼ ði; XÞ, C n ¼ ðj; Y Þ, and C k is the parent of C kÀ1 for any k 2 f1; . . . ; ng. For instance, Fig. 6a shows the S-component tree of the stack of Fig. 5 .
Directed Component Hierarchy
Since distinct D-components of the same graph can be linked by inclusion (see Section 2.2), it can be seen that for a given i in f1; . . . ; 'g, a D-component of G i can be included in several D-components of G iÀ1 . Therefore, contrarily to the case of S-components, the inclusion relations between D-components of successive level sets cannot be directly used for organizing the D-components in a tree structure. Fortunately, as we will see later in this section, the D-components can be arranged as a DAG that is sufficient to recover the inclusion relationship between any two D-components. Furthermore, due to the bijection between S-components and D-components (see Theorem 3), this DAG corresponds to an enriched version of the S-component tree. This structure leads to efficient methods, that are described in Sections 4, 5, for designing D-connected operators. The next theorem is the key result for establishing the properties of this fundamental DAG. 
More generally, a D-component X of G i is a subset of a D-component Y of G j (with i ! j) if and only if the intersection between the ancestors of the root of X and the successors of the root of Y in DðG j Þ is nonempty. In other words, the set of DAGs of the S-components of all level sets, paired to the parent relation allows us to test the inclusion of any D-components belonging to the stack S. A direct consequence of this isomorphism is that the D-component hierarchy of S is a DAG. In particular, two S-components at the same level set cannot be linked by a cycle since the DAG of S-components of a graph is acyclic. It can also be seen that two Scomponents of two distinct level sets cannot be linked by a cycle either since a S-component of a given level set cannot be both an ancestor and a descendant of a S-component of another level set.
Generalization of Tree Structures
The framework presented in this section for handling the components of a stack of graphs generalizes the handling of connected components via component trees, in both edgeand vertex-weighted undirected graphs.
Indeed, it can be seen that if a graph is symmetric, then a set of vertices is a D-component if and only if it is a connected component in the associated undirected graph. Furthermore, such a set is a D-component if and only if it is a S-component. Hence, in the case of a stack whose level sets are all symmetric graphs, the D-component hierarchy and the S-component tree are indeed the same. Moreover, if a stack is upper (resp. lower) induced by an image, then its D-component hierarchy is also the max-(resp. min-) tree of that image. If a stack is upper (resp. lower) induced by an arc similarity measure, then its D-component hierarchy is the max-(resp. min-) tree of the associated undirected edge-weighted graph. In this last case, if the stack is furthermore completed, then the D-component tree is exactly the partition tree [18] (also known as the quasi flat zones hierarchy [38] , [52] , [53] or a-tree [54] ) of the image. As shown in [18] , completed stacks also allow us to retrieve the binary partition trees [13] and hierarchical minimum spanning forests or watersheds [55] , [11, Ch. 9] , [56] .
BUILDING D-COMPONENT HIERARCHIES
In this section, we describe how to build the D-component hierarchy of a stack of graphs S ¼ fG 0 ; . . . ; G ' g (Section 4.1), and we discuss the computational cost of this process (Section 4.2).
Algorithm
For the sake of concision, we assume here that the stack S is constructed from a vertex-weighted graph G ¼ ðV; AÞ (see Section 3.1). We also assume that graphs are represented by adjacency lists: for each vertex x of V , we store the list of vertices y of V adjacent to x (i.e., such that ðx; yÞ is in A). This representation allows us to access to the list of vertices adjacent to a given vertex in constant time.
The overall construction procedure is described in Algorithm 1. Its results consist of: a labeling of each level of the stack S into S-components (Label i ), the adjacency lists of the DAGs of S-components at each level of the stack (Suc i ), and the parent relation between the S-components of successive levels of the stack (PAR i ).
For each level i of the stack, the algorithm consists of three steps: (1) label the vertices of G i into S-components; (2) construct the DAG of S-components of G i , i.e., the adjacency lists representing the DAG; and (3) define the parent relation between these S-components and those at altitude i þ 1.
Step (1) is carried out by either the Tarjan [57] or KosarajuSharir [58] algorithms, which both produce a labeling in S-components of the vertices of a directed graph in linear OðjV j þ jAjÞ time. We assume that the labels are integers and that the labels at the different levels are all distinct (i.e., Label i \ Label j ¼ ; for i 6 ¼ j); so they can be used as array indices. For the sake of readability, we consider that the result Label i is at the same time the set of labels of DðG i Þ, denoted by Label i , and the map that associates a label, denoted by Label i ½x, to each vertex x of V ðG i Þ. Step (2) Step (3) 
In order to achieve a linear OðjV jÞ complexity, the labels have to be determined in constant time which is achieved by storing them for each vertex during the S-component labeling.
Algorithm 3. Parent relation definition.
Input: G iþ1 , a directed graph. Input: Label iþ1 , a labeling of the S-components of G iþ1 . Input: Label i , a labeling of the S-components of G i . Output: PAR iþ1 , parent relation on Label iþ1 and Label i .
PAR½Label iþ1 ½x Label i ½x
Complexity Analysis
The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is Oð':ðjV j þ jAjÞÞ. In particular the algorithm is efficient if ' is small, for instance in the case of eight-bit images. As there are at most jV j levels (each vertex can have a different weight), this complexity is bounded by OðjV jðjV j þ jAjÞÞ. However, if we do not restrict ourselves to vertex-weighted graphs, there are at most jV j þ jAj levels (each vertex and arc is added one after the other), so in the worst case, this leads to a complexity of OððjV j þ jAjÞ 2 Þ. However, one can generally assume that ' ( jV j þ jAj.
The algorithm can be improved by observing that a S-component at level i is strongly connected at level i À 1. Thus, we can use a more complex algorithm to build the subgraph at level i. Instead of considering the graph induced by the vertices of weights higher than i, we can add to the DAG of S-components at level i À 1, the vertices and the arcs that appear at level i. This requires the use of a union-find structure to dynamically manage the S-components. This generates an additional cost leading to a OðaðjV jÞ:ðjV j þ jAjÞ 2 Þ worst case complexity, where a is the extremely slowly growing inverse of the Ackermann function. Practically, we have verified that the improved algorithm is about six times faster than the basic one.
SELECTING NODES
Similarly to connected operators, D-connected operators consist of processing a hierarchical data structure, namely the D-component hierarchy. This processing requires selecting or discarding nodes according to criteria that are specifically defined according to the considered application (Section 5.1). The selected nodes can then be used, e.g., to obtain a segmentation or to filter an image. Some applications will be described in Section 6. Since D-component hierarchies are not tree structures, D-connected operators are more difficult to develop than classically connected ones (Section 5.2). In particular, they require specific regularization strategies (Section 5.3).
Node Selection Criteria
A node selection criterion s is a predicate associating a Boolean value to each node/component of a hierarchical data structure. Given a component C, we say that the criterion s holds true (resp. false) for C, or that C satisfies (resp. violates) s if sðCÞ equals true (resp. false).
A classical criterion s A that discards small nodes, often associated to noise, is defined by
where Area is a measure of the area of the component, for example the number of vertices in C, while t is the area threshold value. Many other criteria have been proposed in the literature. Most are obtained by replacing area by some other attribute in Eq. (7). Proposed attributes focus on different aspects: (1) the shape of the component, e.g., the geometrical moments or the compactness; (2) the gray level content of the component, e.g., the volume or the entropy; (3) the topology of the hierarchy, e.g., the number of children of the component; or (4) combination of the previous types of attributes, e.g., the dynamic or the Mumford-Shah energy. It is also possible to replace a constant threshold by a more complex process in the definition of the criterion, e.g., criteria based on energy minimization (Viterbi in [12] ) or on shape-space filtering [42] .
The Case of D-Connected Operators
Thinking in terms of D-connected operators, one may desire to mark each D-component as selected or discarded. However-in contrast to the case of connected operators-we may fall into situations such as the one depicted in Fig. 4b , where two D-components overlap. This creates an ambiguous situation if one of them is selected, while the other is discarded. It is not obvious how to proceed with the S-components that correspond to overlapping D-components. A first partial answer to this question consists of considering the criterion on the S-components instead of the D-components. This choice better suits the data structure constructed in Section 4. As well, due to the bijection between D-components and S-components (Theorem 3), this strategy is information lossless.
In the following, we consider a stack S ¼ fG 0 ; . . . ; G ' g of graphs. We also consider, for any i in f0; . . . ; 'g, the DAG at altitude i, denoted by H i , defined as the subgraph of the D-component hierarchy of S induced by the S-components of S at altitude i (i.e., induced by the set of components fði; CÞ 2 SCC S g). We observe that there is an arc in H i from the component ði; C 1 Þ to the component ði; C 2 Þ whenever there is an arc from C 1 to C 2 in the DAG DðG i Þ of S-components of G i . Thus, when no confusion may occur, if C ¼ ði; C 0 Þ is a S-component of S, we use the symbol C, instead of C 0 , for the associated strong component C 0 of G i . For simplicity-and without loss of generality-we consider the example of the graph H i , depicted in the first row of Fig. 7 , such that V ðH i Þ is fA; B; Cg and AðH i Þ is fðA; BÞ; ðB; CÞg. Each column of Fig. 7 corresponds to a different criterion: s 1 holds true for B, C, and holds false for A; s 2 holds true for A, B, and holds false for C; and s 3 holds true for A, C, and holds false for B. The second line shows the graphs associated to each criterion, i.e., the subgraphs induced by the nodes that satisfy the criterion. The third line shows the graphs induced by the negation of the criterion, i.e., the graphs induced by the nodes that violate the criterion. Thus, we identify two desirable, yet generally exclusive, properties. Given a criterion s we say that: s is selective if the D-components of the graph induced by s on H i are also D-components of H i ; s is discarding if the D-components of the graph induced by s on H i are also D-components of H i . Furthermore, we say that a D-component C of H i is selected (resp. discarded) by s if C is also a D-component of the graph induced by s (resp. s). Thus, C is selected (resp. discarded) if the criterion s holds true (resp. false) for every S-component contained in C. Nevertheless, we have seen in Fig. 7 that in general, a criterion s is neither selective nor discarding. Consequently, we propose several regularization strategies that transform any criterion into a selective or a discarding criterion.
Regularization Strategies
Given a criterion s, we propose four different regularized criteria of s. Two of them are selective, namely Sel-Min s and Sel-Max s . The other two are discarding, namely Dis-Min s and Dis-Max s . Fig. 8a shows a graph H i , while Fig. 8b shows the result of a non-selective and non-discarding criterion s on H i . Then, we have the following regularized criteria: Sel-Min s selects the D-components such that every contained S-component satisfies the criterion s (Fig. 8c) . Dis-Max s discards the D-components such that every contained S-component violates the criterion s (Fig. 8d) . Sel-Max s selects the D-components whose root Scomponent satisfies the criterion s (Fig. 8e) . Dis-Min s discards the D-components whose root Scomponent violates the criterion s (Fig. 8f) 
where V and W are the Boolean "and" and "or" operators.
Property 7. Let s be a criterion on the D-component hierarchy of the stack S ¼ fG 0 ; . . . ; G ' g. The regularized criterion Sel-Max s (resp. Dis-Min s ) with respect to S is the same as the regularized criterion Dis-Max s (resp. Sel-Min s ) with respect to the transpose stack ÀS ¼ fÀG 0 ; . . . ; ÀG ' g, where ÀG i is the transpose of the graph G i . More precisely, for any DAG H i at altitude i of S and for any component C of H i , we have: 
Remark 8. The simplest criteria-that include in particular the criterion s A -are those that are increasing. We say that a criterion s is increasing if, for any two S-components C and C 0 such that the D-component rooted in C is included in the D-component rooted in C 0 , sðCÞ ¼ true implies that sðC 0 Þ ¼ true. So, given an increasing criterion s and a S-component C, if s holds true for C, we immediately know that all the predecessors of C also satisfy s. Conversely, if s holds false for C, we immediately know that all the successors of C violate s, or, in other words, all the S-components contained in the D-component of root C violate the criterion. Thus, any increasing criterion s is discarding. In this case, s is equal to Dis-Min s and to Dis-Max s .
The previous discussions focused on node selection for a single level of the hierarchy. Nevertheless, a similar challenge exists in order to ensure result consistency between the different levels of the hierarchy, i.e., in order to avoid "holes" between two or more levels.
The previously defined regularization rules can also be used on the S-component tree, by considering the ancestors (resp. descendants) instead of the the predecessors (resp. successors). These new-but similar-hierarchical criteria are denoted Sel-Max-H, Sel-Min-H, Dis-Max-H, and Dis-Min-H: Sel-Max-H s holds true for all the descendants of a node that satisfies s. Sel-Min-H s holds false for all the ancestors of a node that violates s. Dis-Min-H s holds false for the descendants of a node that violates s. Dis-Max-H s holds true for all the ancestors of a node that satisfies s. In effect, the Dis-Min-H s (resp. Dis-Max-H s ) strategy is the analogue of the usual min (resp. max) filtering rules of the classical component trees [12] .
Remark 9. Increasing criteria are consistent with the parentchild relation. Given a criterion s and two S-components C and C 0 such that C 0 is a descendant of C (i.e., C 0 C), the D-component rooted in C 0 is included in the D-component rooted in C, and thus s is increasing if sðC 0 Þ ¼ true implies sðCÞ ¼ true (which is the usual definition of an increasing criterion). Thus, for an increasing criterion s, all the proposed regularization strategies of s yield the same result as s due to the tree structure of the S-components at the different levels (by opposition to the DAG of the S-components at a single level).
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we illustrate the relevance of the proposed Dcomponent hierarchy framework. This relevance derives from its compliance with efficient image processing paradigms already proposed in the literature. This is notably the case of the non-local approaches, as discussed in Section 6.1, and shown by an experimental validation in the context of retinal image analysis. The versatility of the D-component hierarchy framework is exemplified by proposing two applications in Section 6.2: one in neurite image filtering and the other in cardiac image segmentation.
D-component Hierarchy and Non-Locality
Local approaches for image processing rely on the assumption that neighboring pixels are often strongly correlated. In the graph-based formalism, this is generally interpreted by considering standard-symmetric-adjacency relations on Z 2 or Z 3 , that model such spatial neighborhoods [59] . In contrast, non-local approaches consider correspondence between pixels that are closely related from a statistical-instead of spatial-point of view. In this framework, all pixels are adjacent to one another. Each adjacency link is weighted by a distance that models the similarity between pixels, or more typically between regions around them (a patch). This approach was popularized in [60] and [44] for image segmentation and filtering and extended to segmentation, reconstruction [61] and classification [62] .
A common issue with this approach is its algorithmic complexity. In the graph-based formalism, non-locality implies mapping a complete graph onto the processed image, leading to prohibitive computational costs. Practically, the non-local approach is approximated in a fashion similar to k-nearest neighbors, by a priori limiting potential pairing between pixels, for instance based on spatial distance. In so doing, the graph modeling the image becomes sparse, and it also becomes directed. Indeed, a pixel b can be within the k-nearest neighbors of a pixel a while a is not within those of b, for instance due to window size restrictions [44] . In particular, involving non-local approaches in hierarchical frameworks naturally leads to handling D-component hierarchies.
In previous works, these asymmetric, directed adjacencies are not fully exploited, for instance in [60] where the graph is symmetrized. We propose to use this directed information in the D-component framework to achieve improved results.
Retinal image (or eye fundus) analysis (see Figs. 9a and 9d) necessitates to perform blood vessels segmentation, for measuring features like length, width, tortuosity or branching complexity, that can help physicians diagnose and follow-up several pathologies. The difficulty of retinal images lies in the separation of the faint and thin vessels from the background noise. These vessels appear as disconnected groups of pixels that can only be distinguished from the background by their spatial coherency. In order to solve this issue, we propose to construct a non-local directed adjacency relation that allows us to reconnect those groups of pixels, retaining the possibility to reject spurious groups of pixels whose spatial arrangement do not resemble a vessel.
We consider the D-component hierarchy H of the stack S ¼ fG 0 ; . . . ; G ' g lower-induced by the image on a non-local graph G ¼ G 0 (Section 3.1). The vertex set of G 0 is thus the domain of the image (i.e., a rectangular subset of Z 2 ). The arc set of G 0 corresponds to the traditional four-neighborhood augmented with non-local arcs based on the k brightest pixels around each pixel.
Formally, given a pixel x ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 Þ, let N 4 ðxÞ be the set of four-adjacent neighbors of x: N 4 ðxÞ ¼ fy ¼ ðy 1 ; y 2 Þ; jx 1 À y 1 j þ jx 2 À y 2 j ¼ 1g and let B k;N ðxÞ be the k brightest pixels in a N Â N window centered on x (x excluded). Then the arc set of G 0 is given by: AðG 0 Þ ¼ S x2V ðGÞ ðfðx; yÞ; y 2 N 4 ðxÞg [ fðy; xÞ; y 2 B k;N ðxÞgÞ. In all the following experiments we set k ¼ 3 and N ¼ 9. The idea behind this construction is that the brightest pixels are more likely to belong to a vessel. A jump is then a possible extension of this vessel. Fig. 10a is a close up on a distal vessel of a retinal image and Fig. 10b shows a critical threshold (selected manually) with the associated adjacency relation. As expected, there are many non-symmetric links (red arrows). Moreover, we see that the ends of the vessels form thin elongated D-components while noise pixels appear as less spatially structured D-components. The problem can thus be formulated as the deletion of nonvessel-like D-components.
This leads to a selection criterion aiming at removing small scale structures that are not elongated (using a moment based elongation measure) and large scale structures (using the first moment of Hu [63] ). Given a set of pixels X, we denote by m pq ðXÞ the central moment of X of order pq: m pq ðXÞ is equal to P Then, given a node C of the hierarchy (i.e., a S-component of G i for some i 2 ½½0; ') and the D-component DCC C rooted in C (i.e., DCC C ¼ B G i ðCÞ), the criterion s V is defined by
and ElongationðDCC C Þ > t 2 false if 1;000 < AreaðDCC C Þ and Hu 1 ðDCC C Þ > t 3 true otherwise;
with t 1 , t 2 and t 3 three thresholds that will be adjusted independently in each experiment. The first case in Eq. (14) discards very small components for which geometric measures are not reliable. We also consider the regularized criterion s RV ¼ Dis-Min s V which discards a whole D-component whenever its root S-component does not satisfy s V . The D-component hierarchy can be used to perform image filtering, i.e., to obtain a new image based on the node selection procedure. This requires to define the reconstruction I H s of the hierarchy H with respect to the criterion s as a function that maps each vertex v of G 0 to the altitude of the smallest node of H that satisfies s and that contains v I H s ðvÞ ¼ maxfi 2 ½½0; ' j ði; CÞ 2 V ðHÞ; v 2 C; sðði; CÞÞ ¼ trueg:
Figs. 9b and 9e show the results of retinal image filtering using the criterion s RV . The resulting filtered image is quite clean. A final segmentation is obtained by selecting every non-zero pixel from this filtered image.
The following results rely on the DRIVE (digital retinal images for vessel extraction) database [64] , which is composed of 20 test images. Each image of size 565Â584 pixels is encoded in 24 bits RGB and comes with two expert segmentations and a mask of the eye fundus. The segmentation of an image is evaluated with three measures (pixels outside the eye fundus mask do not count): the true positive rate (TPR) (resp. true negative rate (TNR)) is the number of true positive (resp. negative) pixels divided by the total number of positive (resp. negative) pixels, and the accuracy is the sum of true positive and negative pixels divided by the total number of pixels. The score on the base is the mean of the image scores plus the standard deviation of the accuracy (that measures the stability of the algorithm). In our experiments, we used only the green channel, which is pre-processed using a black top-hat (difference between a closing and the original image) with a disk structuring element of diameter five pixels. This operation flattens the background of the image and inverts its contrast. We have conducted a set of experiments (see Table 1 ) in order to clearly identify the benefit of each aspect of the method. The evaluated methods are (the best found parameter values ðt 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 Þ for the criteria s V and s RV are given in Table 1 The results show that the proposed method 1) achieves the same performances as Stall. In 2) when one removes the regularization strategy, the accuracy goes a bit down showing that the notion of D-component is indeed a good model for vessels in this application. In 3) all the information about D-components is dropped: thus, the method relies only on the S-component tree. The accuracy is lower than in 1) and 2) which shows the interest of exploiting the adjacency relation among the S-components (i.e., the DAG of S-components). In 4) and 5) we measure the gain due to the asymmetric approach. For this, we construct two symmetric non-local adjacency following two classical strategies: min (only symmetric edges are kept) and max (every edge is symmetrized). In both cases the score is lower than in every other experiment. While the max strategy leads to connecting a lot of noise to the vessels (with no mean to disconnect it), the min strategy is indeed quite close to a local approach as most non-local edges of the asymmetric adjacency are asymmetric. 6) is a connected attribute filters (local symmetric adjacency) with a complex node selection strategy recently proposed in [65] which provides a reference score for classical connected filters.
All these experiments show the importance of each element of the method-non-locality (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), asymmetry and S-components (1, 2, and 3), D-component (1 and 2), regularization (1)-with a gradual improvement of the performances when they are combined.
Other Application Examples

Neurite Filtering
The proposed framework was also used to filter a sample image of a neuron with associated neurites (i.e., its axon and dendrites), grown in vitro (Fig. 1a) . We rely on a vesselnesslike local object characterization [43] , which enables us to classify pixels into tubes, blobs and background. We constructed an undirected pixel adjacency graph where a pixel classified as a tube is linked to its four-adjacent neighbors classified as blobs but not the other way around. However, two four-adjacent pixels of the same class are linked in both directions, while any background pixel is linked to all its four-adjacent pixels. The vertices of this directed graph are then weighted by the gray values of the corresponding pixels and the associated D-component hierarchy is built. Relevant nodes of the hierarchy are selected by a criterion using two heuristics: (1) a tube must have a (directed) connection with at least two other structures; and (2) a tube is connected at its extremities: the length of the interval between a tube and the structures it is connected to should be small. Similar criteria cannot be designed in the framework of component tree on undirected graphs, since in that framework a component cannot be connected to another (otherwise the two connected components would not be maximal connected sets). Then, from the selected components, a filtered image can be reconstructed (Fig. 1b) . More details on this illustration are provided in an appendix section, which can be found on-line as supplemental material at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety. org/10.1109/TPAMI.2014.2366145.
Marker Based Segmentation
In this section, a D-component hierarchy is used in a marker based image segmentation procedure. To this end, we build a directed arc-weighted graph from the image which is to be segmented. Intuitively, this weighted graph corresponds to a directed gradient. Then, we construct the D-component hierarchy associated to this graph and select D-components in order to obtain a segmentation. The D-components are selected using user-provided markers of the object of interest and of the background. More precisely, a D-component is selected whenever it is rooted in a pixel marked as object and it does not contain any pixel marked as background. The resulting segmentation is the union of the selected Dcomponents. Fig. 11 illustrates this procedure for the segmentation of the myocardium in a MRI of the heart. A weighted directed four-adjacency graph is obtained from a rough pre-classification of the image pixels that produces a lot of false negative background pixels but tends to minimize the false positive (see Fig. 11c ). This classification is obtained by excluding the extremal intensity values, which corresponds to blood and fat for the brightest pixels and to lungs for the darkest. Then, the weight of an arc ðx; yÞ between two fouradjacent pixels x and y is obtained as the absolute difference of intensity between x and y if y is not "pre-classified as background" or it is set to K times the absolute difference of intensity between x and y if y is pre-classified as background. Figs. 11d and 11f show the results obtained when K ¼ 1 and K ¼ 1:5. Note that when K ¼ 1 the weights of an arc ðx; yÞ and of its symmetric ðy; xÞ are always the same and correspond to the magnitude of a simple intensity gradient. In this case, our method is the same as [13] , [67] for undirected graphs with symmetric edge-weights. However, when K is greater than 1, the arc weights are not symmetric and the proposed weighting strategy tends to facilitate the connection of the pixels pre-classified as background to the background marker. Fig. 11 clearly shows this behavior and therefore illustrate the benefits of the directed non-symmetric method over its undirected symmetric variant. More details on this method, including a link with the notion of connection value [68] , [69] and the oriented IFT segmentation framework [5] can be found on-line as supplemental material, available online.
CONCLUSION
We have introduced and investigated a notion of directed connectedness. This has led us to the proposal of new (directed) connected operators, no longer based on partition hierarchies organized as trees, but on partition covers organized as DAGs.
From a theoretical viewpoint, we have provided a relevant way to generalize various tree-based connected operators previously proposed in the literature. This may lead to a better understanding of the common properties between these operators, and also helps to clarify some subtle differences between those that lie in the framework of directed connected operators, and those that do not, such as hyperconnections. In this context, it is relevant to develop an axiomatization of directed connectedness such as was done in [70] , in order to compare it to the axiomatizations already proposed for connections [45, Ch. 2] and hyperconnections [71] .
From both the theoretical and algorithmic viewpoints, it may also be useful to compare the links that exist between the DAGs induced by directed connectedness, with other non-tree structures that have been recently introduced to extend the framework of connected operators, for instance in the case of hypertrees [37] or component graphs [72] , [73] , that constitute an extension of component trees to multivalued images.
From a methodological viewpoint, we have shown that the cover hierarchies obtained when considering directed connectedness can be efficiently handled by taking advantage of the intrinsic links that exist between directed connected and strongly connected components, the latter being organized in trees. Based on these properties, the complexity of the initial algorithm proposed in this article for building cover hierarchies, can be improved by using the recent incremental algorithm proposed in [74] for building the DAG of strongly connected components in OðN 3=2 Þ time complexity. Moreover, beyond the standard attribute-based anti-extensive filters developed in this article, other approaches initially devoted to tree structures can be adapted to the case of directed connected operators, and in particular the optimal tree-cut segmentation paradigms initially proposed in [40] , and further formalized in the framework of connected operators [75] .
From the applicative viewpoints, we have shown that the directed connectedness framework is suitable for efficiently handling non-local image processing paradigms, in theirstandard-k nearest neighbor version. The directed connectedness framework is also quite versatile and then useful for various filtering and segmentation tasks. Applications will be more extensively proposed in further works, in particular by comparisons with similar approaches proposed in the literature, for instance in [5] .
Source code corresponding to this article is available at the following url: http://www.esiee.fr/~perretb/dchierarchy.html. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
